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MAJOR LLOYD GEORGE'S LETTER TO HOUSEHOLDERS

In connection with the restrictions on domestic coal supplies for the three

months April June, it h
a

s been emphasised that consumers who have room to stock what

they will need next winter should start to lay in coal, as well as other fuels that

are more readily available.

It was 'pointed out that if their needs for the of stocking exceed the

quantities they should ask their Local Fuel coal merchant, for

a form of application for a licence to have more.

Each householder who applies for such a licence to stock coal will be handed a

letter from Major Lloyd George, Minister of Riel & Rawer.

The letter states :~

’’Dear Householder*

job is to see that everyone gets sufficient fuel for their real

needs. So far as fuel for the householder is concerned there are two main

difficulties.

’’The needs of shipping, the war factories and the fronts overseas,

mst, of course, have the very highest priority. And whoa they have been

met, there will be only just enough left over to meet the essential needs of

domestic consumers. But there will be just enough - provided you and others

continue to bum as little a s you possibly can. lam sure you will do so.

last year, in response to my appeal, domestic consumers cut their consumption
voluntarily by no less than 4 million tons over the country as a whole, and I

know I can rely on you to maintain and, if possible, improve upon this -saving
during the year ahead. '

v

’’The manpower of the mines is now considerably less than pre-war and

could only be increased at the expense of the Forces. The Forces have also
claimed many of the men who used to deliver coal by lorry loads or in hundred-

weight bags. Moreover, the coal merchants, like everyone else, are having to

lay up some of their vehicles to save petrol and rubber. For vhese reasons,
the quantity of coal they can now distribute each week is strictly limited.

’’There are many small consumers, especially in the towns, 'who have

little or no room to store coal. During the winter months, when their need is

greatest, they are entirely dependent on frequent regular deliveries in small

quantities at a time. These people mast be kept going, but to do so is

going to keep busy all the lorries and coalmen who will be available. Anyone
who can store enough coal before the winter to see them through must do so,
so as to leave the merchants free to do this essential job during the winter.

"Here then are our battle orders on the Fuel front this year :•

1* Burn as little as you possibly can*

2, If you have the room, stock enough during
this summer to see you through to the end

of March without further deliveries.

’’One last word. You may wonder why there should be any restrictions on

deliveries this auranaar in view of the need to stock up. The answer is that I

wa
nt everyone who can to have an opportunity of stocking up. If there 'were no

restrictions, some people might lay in a five-year supply and others would have

to go without. The quantities allowed will be sufficient to
>

enable
of those who can lay in a reasonable stock (enough for next -winter) and so to

leave the merchant free to look after the small householder and^ flat dweller

during the cold months. But I recognise that the ordinary maximum allowance may

not be enough for some people with large premises or. large fcunilies. yew °

one or these people, you may apply to your Local Fuel Overseer for permission

to have more. If, in view of your special circumstances, he is able to give you

an extra allawance, I must ask you not to bum the extra coal now, but to keex3

it until the winter and then make it last as long as you can. You can,

if necessary, make sure of doing so by supplementing your supply^with
certain fuels (large coke and large anthracite) -which are in easier supply

and which are therefore not subject to restriction.

’’Yours sincerely,

(Sgd). G.Lloyd-George.

Minister of Fuel & power”.

/Contd.
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At the end of the Minister* s letter is a slip to be completed and returned to

the Local Fuel Overseer, with the application for a licence*

This requires the householder to give an undertaking that "I have read the

Minister’s letter, and I make ny application for additional stock on the terms

indicated by him, I understand that I have to exercise every possible economy in

the consumption of fuels of all kinds, and that I must make the quantity allowed me

last at least until the end of March 1944*

MINIS Try Of FUEL
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